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I
he

she
it you

we
they



he, she, it, they



I

you

He

She They

We
It

1.Mike is ten years old. ____ is ten.

2.Tim and ____ are friends. ____ are friends.

3.Elena is a teacher. _____ is a teacher.

4.The house is old. _____ is old.

5.Cara and Pedro are from Spain. ____ are from Spain.

6.Are ____ in the kitchen?



1._____ have got two pens in my pencil case.
2.Mary and Bob are outside. _____ are playing tennis.
3.What is _____?
4._____ is a good girl.
5.Do ____ like coffee?
6.____  likes black currant.
7.Are _____ at home?I

He

it She

We
Theyyou

you 8. ______ are in our room.



Make sentences.

✔ I-years-eight-old-am

✔you-England-from-are-?

✔ aren`t-they-sisters

✔ a-student-he-is

✔ in-the-garden-they-are-?

✔my-in-she-isn`t-class



Fill in the missing pronouns.

My name is Max. ___ am 12. ___  am from Russia. ___ have got my summer 

holidays. I usually spend my holidays in the village. The weather is fine. ___ is 

sunny and hot. My brother and I go for a walk. ____ play football. ___ likes this 

game. We swim in the river and lie in the sun, pick up berries and mushrooms in the 

forest. I like blueberries very much. ___ are yummy!!! And ___ ? How do ___ 

spend your summer holidays?



Self-Check

My name is Max. I am 12. I am from Russia. I have got my summer holidays. I usually 

spend my holidays in the village. The weather is fine. It is sunny and hot. My brother and 

I go for a walk. We play football. He likes this game. We swim in the river and lie in the 

sun, pick up berries and mushrooms in the forest. I like blueberries very much. They are 

yummy!!! And you? How do you spend your summer holidays?


